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  Site launched: 5-1-2012
  Still a work in progress - 2023
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  Post-rapture 
  verses below
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  Daniel 11: 
  (page #’s in red)
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  Shiites re-take Persia 
 
 
  Feb 11, 1979
 
 
  a. U.S. assistance
  b. U.S. diminished
 
 
    (2003-2011)
  Dec.2011- Sept.2013
 
 
  Agreement w/ Iran
 
 
  ISIS invades Iraq
 
 
  Saudi wages war
  Turkish attempted Coup
 
 
  “sit at the same table”
 
 
   (Nov.2013-July 2015) 
 
 
  Sept 3, 2016
 
 
  Daniel 11:
 
 
  Events of the “Final Empire”:
 
 
  Status:
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  Iran’s recovered wealth 
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  Oct-16 / Dec-17
 
 
  “Signs” before the Rapture
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  1. Seleucids (N)
  2. Ptolemaic (S)
 
 
  3. Roman/Byzantines (E) 
  4. Parthian/Sassanid (W)
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   Abbasids 
 
 
  Umayyads 
 
 
  1500
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  0
 
 
  2300 days
  (78 months)
 
 
  ‘midst’ of the 70th Seven
  Abomination
  [Rapture]
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          God’s ‘wrath’ is completed - Revelation 8-19
                          2300-days (Dan. 8)
 
 
  Sanctuary is 
  re-consecrated
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  Trumpet Plagues (Rev.8-11)
 
 
  Bowl Plagues (Rev.16)
  (God’s final wrath!)
 
 
            1. 1/3 of earth burned
          2. 1/3 ships & fish destroyed
        3. 1/3 water poisoned  
     4. 1/3 darkness 
  5. locusts sting
      for 5 months 
 
 
          6. Israel attacked
  7. ascension of 2 witnesses
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  1. Painful sores
     2. Sea turned to blood
        3. Rivers turned to blood
           4. Scorched by Sun
               5. Darkness
                  6. Euphrates dried up
                      7. Armageddon
 
 
   Jesus’
  1000-year 
  reign
  (Rev 20)
 
 
  1260
 
 
  1290
 
 
  1335 (Dan.12:11)
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  “Tribulation” on Earth
  (*covered on the last 5 pages of Daniel 11 as indicated + 2 more)
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  “Understanding the Big Picture”
  Focusing on God’s relationship with Satan, 
  Israel, Christians, and Muslims. 
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  Biblical Timeline of Man - (drawn to scale)     
  “With the Lord, a day is like a thousand years, and a thousand years is like a day.” (2 Peter 3:8) 
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  22
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  Egypt
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  Eternity
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  Jesus
  1000-year reign
 
 
  God dwells
  with men
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  Jewish exile until 1878
    prosperity (seal 3) 
 
 
  “The Great Tribulation” 
                     “the Seals”
 
 
  Seals 2-4
  Israel prophecies
  (see below)
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  Satan throughly 
  corrupts the earth 
   but God starts over. 
  (Genesis 3-6)
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  Satan remains free 
  to roam the earth and 
  returns to heaven on 
  occasion. (Job 1)
 
 
  Satan bound 
  1000-years
 
 
  Satan thrown into 
  burning sulfur.
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  Persian
      Greek
            Four  Winds
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   Babylon
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  Revelation 7:14
  “These are they who have come out 
  of the great tribulation; they have 
  washed their robes and made them 
  white in the blood of the Lamb.” 
  *When you think about it, the “great 
  tribulation” has to be the “Seals” 
  because that is the only time someone 
  could “wash their robes” - between the 
  resurrection and rapture - seal 1 and 6 
 
 
  Jesus returns for His bride.
  (Rapture of Christians) 
  Satan is hurled to 
  earth for a “short time”. 
  (Rev 12)  Same as 2300 days
 
 
  Satan vs. God
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  click chapters: 
  pop-up verses
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  Daniel 11 and the Seals (last 2000-years)
  (Middle East region only)
 
 
  Section Magnified “Daniel to Rapture” 
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     Jesus said, “I tell you the truth, 
  until heaven and earth disappear, 
  not the smallest letter, not the least 
  stroke of a pen, will by any means 
  disappear from the Law until 
  everything is accomplished.” 
  (Matthew 5:18)
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  Post-Rapture 
  “2300-days”
 
 
  *united
  empire
 
 
  The Final Empire: 
  a “bridge” from past to future,
  “sealed until the time of the end”  
  (revealed by God - happening now!)
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  “End Time”  
  charts con’t 
  below
 
 
      Daniel 11 is synonymous with 
  Biblical end times because it was the 
  only chapter in the Bible that was 
  “sealed until the time of the end”.     
      Furthermore, the angel, who 
  relayed the information to Daniel, 
  called it the “Book of Truth”.  
     Why would anyone try to 
  explain “end times” without it? 
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  © Copyright 2010 - 2019  All rights reserved. 
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  unsolicited facebook post ...
  Jon P. wrote:
 
 
  “It's a long but worthwhile read. 
   It offers a very different view 
  of Daniel 11 from the traditional 
  commentaries. 
  It shows God's prophecies 
  being fulfilled right up to the 
  present day. 
  It would be an excellent read for 
  the open minded bible skeptic.”
 
 
  Conclusion / Why Now? 
        One thing I hope people take away from this website is that Biblical end times cannot 
  be accurately discussed without examining the “abomination”, from the Book of Daniel, 
  because that’s where Jesus said to look!   On top of that, any legitimate explanation 
  should include all mentions of the abomination and make logical sense with Revelation, 
  without manipulation.  That’s what this website does so I’m just following Jesus.  
      Honestly, now that Daniel 11 and the Seals have been revealed to this generation, 
  everything makes perfect sense.  Not only is the Bible linked to verifiable, modern history, 
  but verses written 2500-years ago are predicting current events in the Middle East today!  
  That literally proves that the Bible is real and God exists, which is the goal of this website.  
       So why would God make it so easy for people to believe at this particular time?  
  There are two parables that answer that question.  First, the Parable of the Great Banquet 
  describes a time when the invited guests made materialistic excuses not to go to the banquet.  
  Therefore, the poor, blind, crippled, and lame were brought in but there was still room.  
  Therefore, the Master sent out His servant, a final time, to “make” people come in, so His 
  house would be full. (Luke 14:16-24)   My point is: How could someone “make” people have 
  faith, when the Bible is already available, unless there was something new to offer as proof?  
  Secondly, in the Parable of the Workers in the Vineyard, God calls a whole new group of 
  believers in the “eleventh hour” and rewards them the same.  Some long-time believers 
  grumble but God says it’s because of His generosity. (Matthew 20: 1-16)  Personally, 
  I think the unsealing of Daniel 11 (to reveal the signs) and the Seals (to explain Revelation) 
  are God’s generous ways of offering proof, in the last days, so His house will be full.  
 
 
  Additional Timelines:
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  Rise of the Antichrist
  (Daniel 11:36) 
 
 
  Who is the Beast?
  (Daniel 11:37-38) 
 
 
  Bowls to 
  Armageddon
  (Daniel 11:44-45) 
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  (Yemen) March 2015
   July 2016
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  “The Four Winds”
  (verse 4)
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  War with 
  gog & magog
  (Ezek 38 & Rev 20)
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  God dwells 
  on earth
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  (Rev 20)
 
 
  (Rev 20)
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  Recent
  Events
 
 
  Final 
  events
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  Only if you prefer, 
  this is an all-in-one 
  Revelation Timeline 
  that I replaced  
  because it’s 
  bottom-to-top, 
  not to scale, 
  and it doesn’t 
  go back as far.  
  Other than that, 
  it’s fine.  lol  
 
 
    See a PDF illustration of the 3 earthquakes 
  from Revelation (shown in above chart), which 
  disproves post-tribulationists because they say 
  it’s only one earthquake.  
    Note: The illustration is also on the Seals page. 
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  [image: Revelation Timeline compared to Daniel 11]
 
 
      Earthquake #1
    *see below right
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  Earthquake #2
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  Earthquake #3
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  Modern Times
 
 
  Daniel 11 - through history 
  (*only 2 other interpretations)
 
 
  Islam Begins (610 AD) 
  but Muhammad’s descendants 
  are squeezed out by the Sunni. 
  (verse 5 & verse 6)
 
 
  Fatimids (Shiites) 
  take South 
  & build Cairo.
  (verses 7-8)
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  split
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  Mongols
  vs. 9-10
 
 
  Mamluks
  (Sunni)
  vs. 11-13
 
 
  Ottomans
    (Sunni)
  vs. 15-19
 
 
  *united
  empire
 
 
  vision 
  (v.14)
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  Jewish prosperity in 
  Europe, etc  (seal 3)
 
 
  split
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  Page 11
 
 
  Agreement w/Iran
  (Nov 2013 - July 2015) 
  Daniel 11:23
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  done
 
 
  Page 12  
  ISIS invades Iraq
  Daniel 11:24 (June 2014)
   prophecy fulfilled
 
 
  Saudi wages war 
  Daniel 11:25 (March 2015) 
   prophecy fulfilled
 
 
  Signs in the News
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  “Sit at the Same Table”
   Daniel 11:27 (Sept 2016)
 
 
  The British Mandate
  (1919-1948+) Daniel 11:20
   Includes Israel’s restoration
 
 
  Page 10
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  done
 
 
  11.
 
 
  Final 
  Empire 
  begins
 
 
  Page 13
 
 
    Iran’s new wealth
  Action against Israel begins
  Daniel 11:28 (Sept 2016)
 
 
  Western ship opposition
  (a different outcome)
  UN opposition to Israel
  Daniel 11: 29-30
 
 
  The ‘Abomination’ is set up!
  Daniel 11:31  (Rapture)
 
 
  Leading to the Rapture
 
 
  Please note: This website not only proves a Biblical timeline in Revelation, 
  but more importantly, proves that God exists because events in the Middle East 
  are following Daniel 11, written 2500 years ago, leading to the ‘abomination’, 
  just like Jesus said!  Shouldn’t every Christian be interested that?  
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  Daniel 11 - through history
  (*only two other interpretations) 
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  The Seals Explained.
  Revelation’s Timeline revealed
 
 
  Q&A: Why didn’t God destroy Satan in the beginning?
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  Printable charts for 
  students and teachers
  PDF’s and 
  List of 4 videos  
  (updated: 4-26-2020) 
 
 
  New to Christianity?  
  “Salvation to Maturity”
  (a simple guide)
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  Initial post-rapture events
  (first 5 Trumpets + more)
  (Daniel 11:32-35) 
 
 
  Kingdom of the Beast
  (Daniel 11:39-43) 
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  Daniel 11 Timeline 
  Condensed ‘one page’ Commentary 
  Video overview (36min)
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  Daniel 11 ‘Explained’ 
  Condensed “one page” Commentary
 
 
  Revelation 7:9
  After this I looked and there before me was a great 
  multitude that no one could count, from every nation, 
  tribe, people and language, standing before the throne 
  and in front of the Lamb. They were wearing white robes 
  and were holding palm branches in their hands. 
 
 
  Revelation 19:7-8 
  7 Let us rejoice and be glad and give him glory! For 
  the wedding of the Lamb has come and his bride has 
  made herself ready.  8 Fine linen, bright and clean, 
  was given her to wear.  
 
 
  Revelation 19:14
  14 The armies of heaven were 
  following him, riding on white horses and 
  dressed in fine linen, white and clean. 
 
 
  Rapture  
 
 
  (about 2300 days) 
 
 
  Armageddon
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    His ‘bride’ and the 
  ‘armies’ are wearing 
  the exact same thing. 
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  Revelation 7:17
  For the Lamb at the center of the throne will be 
  their shepherd; he will lead them to springs of 
  living water.  And God will wipe away every tear 
  from their eyes.
 
 
  Both ‘following’ Jesus.
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  “Wedding Supper of the Lamb”
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  Heaven
  Earth
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  Exposing 
  Post-Tribulationist’s
  Deceptions
 
 
  Daniel 11 Explained
  Verse-by-verse Commentary 
  - Leading to the ‘Abomination’
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  click for
  PDF version 
 
 
    This is the complete 
  “Biblical Timeline of Man” 
  (1st timeline above) with the 
  Wedding Supper 
  verses from #3 
  on one page. 
 
 
  *Note: you can skip around too. 
 
 
  [image: 7000 year Biblical Timeline of Man - w/ Wedding Supper verses & dates]
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  Seven Churches 
 
 
  Verse 21
 
 
  Verse 22
 
 
  Verse 23
 
 
  click for 
  PDF version 
 
 
  Complete 
  Timelines from 
  the homepage 
  available on the 
  ‘print page’
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  Q & A
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  End Times and Gay Marriage  
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   *Verses in blue 
     ‘pop-up’ with 
     scripture text.  
   Note: clicking the next 
  verse closes the previous. 
   *Topics in blue lead 
     to a separate page.
    Note: see ‘sitemap’ 
   for a complete listing. 
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   A simplified version 
  of this timeline is at 
  the bottom of the page
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  “For our struggle is not against flesh and blood, but against the rulers, against the authorities, against the 
  powers of this dark world and against the spiritual forces of evil in the heavenly realms.” (Ephesians 6:12)
  A few things to notice:
  1. Notice how Noah’s life-span over-laps with Abraham’s by 58 years!  And Shem actually out-lived 
  Abraham by 35 years! (see dates on ‘pop-up’ or separate page)  My point is: Even before God’s 
  creation and flood story was written, it could have been told to Abraham by someone who was actually 
  on the Ark.  
  2. My interpretations of Daniel 11 and the Seals are unique and original, but they show how God’s 
      prophecies fill in the last 2000-years, so God’s timeline is continuous.  
  a. The correct meaning of Daniel 11 describes Islam, which falls in the range of Satan’s “revenge.” 
  (Rev 12)  
  b. Jeremiah prophesied that Israel would be scattered and re-assembled.  (Jeremiah 16:14-15)
  Yet, only the correct meaning of the Seals reveal ‘how’ God planned to accomplish that 
      (revolts - money - Holocaust) [Seals 2-4], which actually happened!
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   4 key charts on 2 pages  (updated)
  1. Chart of Daniel’s 70th Seven and 2300 days.
  2. Detailed chart of 2300 days from Revelation.
  3. ‘Simplified’ Timeline of God’s 7000-year plan.
  4. Chart of 70th Seven - including Blood Moons.
  PDF (2 pages)  great for printing
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  America defeats Saddam
  and loses influence
  (2003-2013) Daniel 11:22
 
 
  Shiites re-take Iran
  (1979) Daniel 11:21
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  “Number of the Beast” - (real meaning of 666)  
     Recent events caused me to stumble upon the real meaning of the ‘666’, in Revelation 13, 
  and it confirmed, even more, that Iran was the ‘final empire’ in Daniel 11.  
     That’s because 666 / (6+6+6) = “37” and the Islamic Revolution in Iran, in 1979, was the perfect 
  “37 x 37” years from Muhammad’s original vision, in 610 AD.  It’s true: 610 AD + 1369 = 1979. 
     Plus. there are many other significant events that fall on years that are multiples of 37-years from 
  when Daniel received the “Book of Truth” (Daniel 11).  For example, Osman’s vision from 1276 AD 
  (highlighted in Daniel 11:14) was “18 x 37” or 666 years from Muhammad’s original vision.  That puts 
  both of the main Islamic visions on the same timeline with Khomeini’s Islamic Revolution of 1979.   
  (See ‘number of the beast’ page for a timeline containing many more examples.) 
 
 
  God’s Riddle of 666 
  (God’s Timeline of 37’s) 
  Clarification added: 5-09-2020
 
 
  Abomination t/c Desolation 
  New section on Daniel 12: 
  10-14-2023
 
 
  Daniel 11 Explained
  (condensed ‘one page’ commentary)
 
 
  ‘Matthew 24’ Explained
  (must match Revelation)
 
 
  The ‘Seals’ Explained
  (Revelation timeline revealed)
 
 
  Seven Churches Explained
  (Past & Present Church Prophecy)
 
 
  Note: ‘Sitemap’ shows a complete list of all pages (by category).
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  Back to Top
 
 
  Page 14
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  Abomination 
 
 
  14.
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  done
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  done
 
 
  June 2014 
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  done
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  Turkish Coup Attempt
  Daniel 11:26 (July 2016)  
  prophecy fulfilled
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  done
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  done
 
 
  Western ship & UN opposition 
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  Sept / Oct  2016 
 
 
  Verse 24
 
 
  Verse 25
  Verse 26
 
 
  Verse 27
 
 
  Verse 28
 
 
  Verse 31
 
 
  Verses 29-30
 
 
  Updated: 10-14-2023  
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  Note: Anyone trying 
  to explain end times 
  without examining 
  the ‘abomination’ 
  is not following Jesus’ 
  advice in Matt 24:15.  
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  done
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  Current Events from Daniel 11 (matching the Middle East)
 
 
  The 
  Abomination
  (Daniel 11:31)
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  done
 
 
  Recent Events
  ISIS - Saudi - Turkey
  (Daniel 11: 24-27)
 
 
  Final Events 
  to the Abomination 
  (Daniel 11: 28-30)
 
 
  Shiites re-take Persia
  + America’s Role Begins
  (Daniel 11: 21-23)
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  soon
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  done
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  done
 
 
  prophecy fulfilled
 
 
  Understanding End Times in Three Easy Steps
  Step 1: There is proof in the Bible that the rapture is the 6th Seal, not the 7th trumpet, not 
  the 7th bowl, not after the 7th church.  The rapture is the sixth seal because the signs in the 
  sun, moon, and stars in Matthew 24:29, (when Jesus appears and the angels gather the elect), 
  are identical to the signs given at the sixth seal.  Just look below.  That fact cannot be changed. 
  (*But don’t worry; the other 5 Seals are done / Revelation’s true timeline.) 
    
    The 7th Seal is just a half-hour of silence, before God’s wrath begins.  Note: The trumpet 
  plagues can’t start until that is done because they are in the same chapter. (Revelation 8:1-2,6)  
  And naturally, the 6th Seal must come before the 7th Seal.  And since the multitude are in heaven 
  between the 6th and 7th Seals (Rev 7), it further proves the pre-tribulation / 6th Seal rapture.  
  Note: This is the only way that Revelation can be explained in a continuous timeline, without 
  contradictions, manipulations, or omissions, which are forbidden anyway. (Revelation 22:19) 
    Note: God also embedded two 70-year periods into the Seals, from Jewish history, as proof. 
  (visit Seals page, or click for a PDF condensed-version of the Seals, or watch video)
  Step 2:  Next, to find out when the “6th Seal” takes place, you must go back to Matthew 24, 
  and see that the last sign given was the “abomination that causes desolation”.  Furthermore,
  the rapture happens very quickly, after the abomination, because Jesus said, “Let those who 
  are in Judea flee to the mountains.  Let no one on his roof go down to take anything out of 
  his house. Let no one in the field go back to get his cloak.”  (Matt 24:16-18)  He conveyed a 
  sense of urgency, twice, so no one would misunderstand that the rapture happens very quickly.  
  (see more on Matthew 24 page)  Revelation confirms that the 6th Seal is the rapture because 
  people are hiding in the mountains, who see Jesus (the Lamb), in the sky, and are terrified. 
  (Rev 6:15-17)  Christians are in heaven in Revelation 7 so everything makes perfect sense. 
   
  Step 3: To find out when the abomination occurs (in real time), you must go to the 
  chronological list of events, surrounding the abomination, in Daniel 11.  By the way, 
  Daniel 11 is called the “Book of Truth” and it’s the only chapter, in the Bible, that was 
  “sealed until the time of the end”.  Therefore, it’s obviously a prophecy of end times. 
   Additionally, when God decided to “unseal” Daniel 11, He revealed pending ‘signs’ (events), 
  leading to the abomination (and rapture), which match current events in the Middle East today!  
   What makes this extraordinary is that it literally proves (to atheists or skeptics) that God exists!  
  I mean, if God foretold events 2500-years ago, and can make them happen today, He must 
  be real. Right?  Anyway, you don’t have to take my word for it; the following events prove it.  
   Perhaps most importantly, this interpretation proves that we are heading towards the 
  “abomination”, just like Jesus said.  In a sense, God made end times easy to understand 
  but waited until the “end” to reveal it.  God truly works in mysterious ways. 
 
 
  The Abomination from the Book of Daniel
    The chart below illustrates the relation between the 70th Seven in Daniel 9:27 and the 2300-day 
  tribulation in Daniel 8:13-14.  As you can see, the thing that connects the two is the all-important 
  ‘abomination that causes desolation’, which Jesus specifically mentioned in Matthew 24:15, as 
  kicking off the 6th Seal rapture and subsequent tribulation (Trumpet and Bowl plagues, etc).  
  Very quickly, that can easily be proven because Jesus tells Judea to flee to the mountains when 
  the abomination is set up.  When the 6th Seal is opened, people are described as being in the 
  mountains who see Jesus in the air and are mourning because they didn’t believe. (Rev 6:15-17)  
  Revelation 7 goes on to describe two groups: (1) the 144,000 Israelites who must endure the 
  Trumpet plagues and be martyred in Rev 14 for not taking the mark of the beast, and (2) the 
  multitude of Christians from every nation who appear immediately in heaven.  Those are the same 
  two groups from Matthew 24:15-31, in the same order.  It is not hard to understand because 
  Matthew and Revelation must match, so there are definitely two groups in Matthew 24:15-31.  
  The Christian rapture or ‘gathering in the sky’, which is described in Matthew 24:29-31, starts 
  with very distinctive signs in the sun, moon, and stars, which perfectly match the 6th Seal, so 
  everything is proven and makes sense.  
    So, the event that kicks off the rapture and tribulation is the abomination from the Book of 
  Daniel.  Yet, the abomination is mentioned 4-times in Daniel, so they must all fit together and 
  make sense at the same time.  That brings me back to the chart, which shows that the 70th Seven 
  cannot be the same as the 2300-day tribulation, since the abomination is in the ‘midst’ of the 
  70th Seven but ‘starts’ the 2300-days.  Many people try to say they are the same, but that 
  is impossible.  Currently, I believe we are already in the 2nd half of the 70th Seven, and the 
  abomination in Daniel 11:31 is due next, so the rapture could happen at any time and 
  all the prophecies in the Bible would be fulfilled as required by God’s Word. (Matt 5:18)   
  That statement would not be true when I started this website, but now it is.  Praise Jesus.   
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  Daniel 8: 13-14 (2300 days)
  ... How long will it take for the vision to be fulfilled... the rebellion 
  that causes desolation ... It will take 2300 evenings and 
  mornings [78 months] and the sanctuary will be re-consecrated
 
 
  Daniel 9:27 (70th Seven) NIV
  He will confirm a covenant with many for one 'seven.'  In the ‘middle’ [KJV - ‘midst’] of the 'seven' 
  he will put an end to sacrifice and offering. And on a wing [of the temple] he will set up an 
  abomination that causes desolation, until the end that is decreed is poured out on him.  
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  The 70th Seven
 
 
  ‘Confirm a covenant’ 
  with “many.” 
  See: The 70th Seven
 
 
  Abomination 
  that causes 
  Desolation
 
 
  Note: The “end that is decreed” literally takes 2300 days.
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  Rebellion 
  that causes 
  Desolation
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  Armageddon
  (7th Bowl)
  Rev. 16 & 19
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   Two witnesses finish (Rev 11)
  1260 days (7th Trumpet)
  (42 months)
    Mark of Beast (Rev 13)
    144,000 killed (Rev 14) 
 
 
  Bowl Plagues
  Rev. 16
 
 
  Trumpet Plagues
  Rev. 8-11
 
 
  42 months
 
 
  36 months
 
 
  Rev. 8-19 (Tribulation) 
 
 
  same
  exact 
  signs
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  Rapture (Matt. 24:29-31) 
  6th Seal (Rev. 6:12)
  Multitude in Heaven (Rev.7)
 
 
  same
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  sanctuary is 
  re-consecrated
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  1000 years
  +eternity
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  Note:  The 2300-days are shown in more detail in the 3rd chart below.  
 
 
  chart by: Daniel11Truth.com
 
 
  Next 
  Chart
 
 
  Quick Summary
  Before the Rapture
    The ‘abomination that causes desolation’, from the Book of Daniel, is the single most 
  important event that Jesus mentioned about end times. (Matt 24:15)  Daniel 11 is called the 
  Book of Truth (Dan 10:21) and is the most detailed list of events that lead to the abomination.  
  Daniel 11 was ‘sealed until the time of the end’ (Dan 12:4), but now, it has been unsealed, 
  revealing that recent events in the Middle East have fulfilled virtually everything before the 
  abomination.  The historical events that follow Daniel 11, verse-by-verse, should be ample 
  proof that this is the correct interpretation of end times and that the abomination is eminent.  
  After all, Moses said that the only true way to tell if a message was from God or not was to see 
  if it came true. (Deut 18:21-22)  Well, I started this website when we were on Daniel 11:22 
  and now Daniel 11:30 has been completed, so this interpretation is coming true.  I’m just 
  trying to alert people so they can get ready, because the rapture will happen very quick after 
  the abomination, so there won’t be time to make any life decisions or changes, after it occurs.  
  Rapture
    There is undeniable proof that the ‘rapture’ in Matthew 24:29-31 is also the 6th Seal, in 
  Revelation 6:12, because the signs perfectly match and the multitude is in heaven in Rev 7.  
  The rapture is ‘pre-tribulation’ because Seals 1-5 are in the past, so there’s nothing left in 
  Revelation that needs to happen before the rapture.  The rapture, in Matthew 24:29-31, 
  must happen right after the abomination (v. 15) because the two groups of ‘elect’, namely the 
  Jews going through part of the tribulation and the Christians being gathered to heaven, must 
  match the same two groups in Revelation 7.  God’s wrath (tribulation) starts in Revelation 8.  
  (There’s a simple but comprehensive explanation of ‘pre-tribulation’ here: “Proof of Rapture.”)  
  After the Rapture (tribulation)
     The first 42 months (1260 days) of tribulation will include the Trumpet plagues (Rev 8-11), 
  the two witnesses prophesying in Jerusalem (Rev 11), and the rise of the antichrist (Rev 13) 
  in the Middle East.  During that period, the antichrist will lead a huge army to defeat their 
  opponents in the South, as noted in Daniel 11:40-43.  Near the end of that time, the antichrist 
  will also invade Israel, killing the two witnesses, who will lay in the street for 3.5 days, 
  then arise and ascend to heaven, marking the end of the Seven Trumpets.  
    Before the Bowl plagues start, the false prophet will enter the scene and perform many 
  miracles (Rev 13), which will fool everyone (2 Thess 2: 9-12) into receiving the ‘mark of the 
  beast’, except of course the 144,000 elect (Matt 24:24).  At the 1335-day mark (Dan. 12:12), 
  the 144,000 will be martyred (Rev 14) for not receiving the ‘mark of the beast’.  Note: Those 
  144,000 Jews are the same ones who become priests during the 1000-years (Rev 20:4-6).  
  In other words, contrary to popular belief, there’s no evidence of any gentile getting a 2nd 
  chance because why would a gentile who missed the rapture become a priest?  Just saying. 
    After the martyrdom, the Bowl plagues will start (Rev 16), which will be far worse than the 
  Trumpets, and they will last about 3-years, which will complete the 2300-days.  The 7th Bowl 
  is Armageddon, when Jesus will return to earth, along with the raptured Christians, all riding 
  on white horses. (Rev 19)  Jesus will defeat the army of the beast, led by the antichrist and 
  false prophet, and establish His rule on earth for 1000-years.  
  1000-years and Beyond
    There’s not much information in the Bible about the 1000-years, except that Jesus will rule 
  the nations with an iron scepter (Rev 19:15) and Satan will be locked in the Abyss.  There are 
  clues that indicate that a giant chasm will separate God’s people from the outside nations, so 
  that people can see the other side but not be able to cross. (Luke 16:26 & Zechariah 14:4)  
  Naturally, the two sides will be very different (Rev 22:15) so there could be some jealousy.  
  At the end of the 1000-years, Satan will be released, one last time (Rev 20), and he will lead a 
  revolt against God’s people, which is the war with gog and magog. (Ezekiel 38 & 39)  They will 
  travel from all parts of the earth, but after years of unsuccessful efforts to fight (Eze 39:3-5), 
  they will be destroyed by fire from heaven. (Ezekiel 38:22 & Rev 20:9)  Then, all the dead, 
  throughout history, will be judged at the Great White Throne (Rev 20:12).  And, God will create 
  a new heaven and new earth, which will last for eternity, with no sorrow or pain. (Rev 21:1-4) 
 
 
  Antichrist
  re-written:
  5-8-2017
 
 
   The 70th Seven 
  Re-written and updated: 
  9-26-2023
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  Matthew 24 explained
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  Can people be saved 
  after the rapture? 
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  The Seals and Revelation
  chapter-by-chapter explanation 
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  Rapture 2024 
  Current Events updated: 
  11-19-2023 
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  Now explained on video: 
  Daniel 11 overview
  (36 min.)
 
 
  Explained on video: Daniel 11 overview (36 min.)
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  Explained on video: Daniel 11 overview (36 min.)
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  End Times Made Easy ... and Complete 
  Introduction / Overview  
    This website contains the true timeline of Revelation and end times because it explains the 
  Biblical facts without manipulations or omissions.  ‘Pre-tribulation’ is easily proven because the 
  ‘multitude from every nation’ is in heaven between the 6th and 7th Seals (Rev 6 - 8), with the 
  signs of the 6th Seal perfectly matching the rapture in Matthew 24:29-31. (see below)   
    The Trumpet plagues (and subsequently the Bowl plagues) literally can’t start until the 7th Seal 
  is done because no trumpet can sound during a “silence.” (Rev 8) Thus, the Trumpets and Bowls 
  are actually the ‘tribulation’, which is definitely after the rapture, proving ‘pre-tribulation’ rapture.  
    It’s important to note that the “great tribulation,” mentioned in Rev 7:14 (past-tense) refers 
  to Seals 1-6, in Rev 6, (resurrection to rapture), since that’s where the multitude comes from.  
  It makes perfect sense because that’s the only time a person could be saved by the blood of 
  Jesus and become part of His bride (multitude in Rev 7).  Note: This timeline is ‘pre-tribulation’ 
  because Seal 6 is due next.  The post-rapture ‘tribulation’ that most people refer to is the 
  Trumpet and Bowl plagues, Rev 8 & 16, and many other assorted events within those chapters 
  such as the two witnesses, antichrist, mark of the beast, etc.  So, the post-rapture tribulation 
  (Trumpets and Bowls) is different from the “great tribulation” (Seals), which spans the past 
  2000-years.  Thus, you could say that the word “great” refers to length, not severity, because 
  as bad as things are now, the post-rapture will get much worse.  So, pray and accept Jesus now. 
    It’s really not that difficult to understand, when you consider that the Seals, Trumpets, 
  and Bowls must happen sequentially (just as they are written) and Seals 1-5 are in the past.  
  No other pre-trib explains things like this because they haven’t figured out that Seals 1-5 are 
  in the past.  Yet, that simple fact straightens out Revelation’s timeline, for the first time ever, 
  and fills in 2000-years with Biblical prophecy.  Plus, the correct interpretation of the Seals 
  contains two 70-year periods in Jewish history, which God inserted for verification at the proper 
  time, which is now.  
    Post-tribs are essentially false prophets because they overlap the Seals, Trumpets, and Bowls, 
  and generally re-arrange God’s prophecy in Revelation, which introduces contradictions and 
  inevitably omits important aspects, which is forbidden by God. (Rev 22:19)  Don’t be deceived 
  because they don’t voluntarily admit to the over-lapping (unless you ask), but they all do it, 
  since that’s the only way to make the Christians in heaven (Rev 7) coincide with Armageddon 
  (Rev 16 & 19).  
    One thing that enabled me to explain end times without contradictions was that I chose to 
  focus first and foremost on the ‘abomination that causes desolation’, from the Book of Daniel, 
  since that’s what Jesus specifically said to watch for. (Matt 24:15)  God allowed me to correctly 
  interpret Daniel 11 and the Seals, which made all the difference.  Seriously, when I started this 
  website, in 2012, we were only on Daniel 11:22, but now we have completed all the verses up 
  to Daniel 11:31.  That essentially proves this interpretation (and the Bible) to be true, and shows 
  that the abomination is due, in a matter of time.  In fact, the current riots in Israel could easily 
  develop into the uprising that sets up the abomination, as prophesied in Daniel 11:31.  No one 
  knows the exact day, but the abomination could happen very soon, whenever God is ready.  
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  Post-Rapture Events  
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  Coronavirus in the Bible 
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  For those who prefer videos, 
  I made four that explain the basics. 
  (about 30-40 minutes each)
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  Chart and text 
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  Trump and Christianity 
  Updated: 5-16-2021 
 
 
  The Antichrist 
  Simplified: 6-12-2021 
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  New Video: 
  Rapture-2024 
  (It’s long, but it also proves pre-tribulation and 
  disproves post-tribulation, once and for all.  
  Created: 02-18-2024
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